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 ABOUT 
CREATIVE GLAMOUR COSMETICS

The story of Creative Glamour Cosmetics began way back in 2009 when Cecilia Grobler – one of South 
Africa’s top award-winning makeup artists – decided to start her own cosmetics brand. 
What started as a small home business importing and reselling quality products quickly turned into 
a sustainable business. Through Cecilia’s hard work, dedication and vision to make a positive impact 
in the make-up industry, Creative Glamour became a reality.

The Creative Glamour vision? 
Provide exceptional products made with the highest quality ingredients that give exquisite and 
reliable results to all professional make-up artists. 
While the initial focus was on professionals working on television, film and theatre productions, 
Cecilia soon realised the vast range of products she had to offer were seemingly overwhelming to the 
everyday makeup wearer. The solution was at her fingertips: The highly-qualified team of Creative 
Glamour makeup artists would offer their advice and assistance to any and all – enabling them to 
achieve professional results at home.

Cosmetic Education
For the team at Creative Glamour, it is not just about looking good, it is about doing good at the same 
time. Which is why we provide specialised product training to make-up and beauty colleges all over 
South Africa as well as cost-effective products to their students which gives them more possibilities 
when building up their kits.
But the education doesn’t stop there – We ensure each and every one of our clients gets fantastic 
service from our dedicated in-house makeup artists via expert advice and guidance, and always with 
mother nature in mind.
From ingredients, packaging, labelling and boxing, to the final product, almost all of Creative Glamour’s 
colour cosmetic range is locally produced and strives to support local suppliers at all times with the 
goal of manufacturing all of our colour cosmetics here in SA. 
While this affords us the ability to help stimulate the local economy, it also allows us to offer our 
products at a very competitive rate as we only import what is absolutely necessary (we hope to one 
day cut out all imports). 
Creative Glamour will always be cruelty-free and we are aiming to be completely BWC-compliant and 
100% vegan friendly in 2021.
We are proud to be a quality South African cosmetics brand with ethical standards.
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PRIMER

This silky-smooth primer has been formulated to prepare your skin for foundation, 
increase the wear of your foundation and may help to mattify it from any oil build 
up. This is a great option for giving the face a matte appearance to achieve a no 
make-up look for TV productions

MATTIFYING FACE PRIMER

Use: Apply using a brush or sponge.
Pro tip: Can be beneficial if you wait 2-3 minute before applying foundation.
Unit: 10ml / 30ml

CONCEALER

Our Concealer has been formulated to give full coverage to imperfections, creating a flawless look. This smooth, long-
wearing concealer is concentrated enough that a small amount can conceal and correct several imperfections. Our 
concealers work well as a foundation on extremely oily or acne prone skin as it has a drier thicker consistency while 
keeping your skin moisturised with added Shea Butter.

CREAM CONCEALER POTS

Use: Decant with spatula to avoid cross-contamination. Apply product with your 
favourite Creative Glamour sponge or brush. Apply and blend product as required. 
Do not add water to product. 
Pro tip: 01 (Highlight) and 15 (Contour) can also be used for highlighting and 
contouring if you mix a small amount into your normal foundation shade. In 
colder conditions it is advised to place pot or palette closer to the lights if you are 
working as a MUA as this residual heat will soften the product making it easier to 
apply. For personal use place some product on the back of your hand as your body 
temperature will assist in softening the product.
Unit: 9g Pot / 6g Trio Palette

COLOUR CORRECTOR

Our smooth, long-wearing Cream Colour Correctors can be used to neutralize skin 
discolourations:
• Sallowness – Yellow under toned Skin: Lilac Corrector
• Blue Dark Circles under eyes: Orange Corrector
• Redness: Green corrector
• Mild Redness or Purple: Yellow Corrector

Use: Decant with spatula to avoid cross-contamination. Apply product with your 
favourite Creative Glamour sponge or brush. Apply and blend product as required. 
Do not add water to product.
Unit: 9g Pot / 6g Trio Palette

CREAM COLOUR CORRECTOR POTS

This product is also available in a Trio Palette option. 
Please visit our website for more info.
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FOUNDATION

The formulation is medium to full coverage and is available in 18 shades. When 
requiring a lighter application, dampen your sponge or brush and this will help thin 
out the product. As with all our cream foundations it is perfect for everyday use as 
well as photographic (non reflective) and film work. Our vegan formulation provides a  
smooth and blendable consistency and it doesn’t intensify shine but keeps skin slightly 
moisturised thanks to the added shea butter. This is a great option for anyone with an 
oily skin when used with our translucent powder. 

Use: Decant with spatula to avoid cross-contamination. Apply and blend product 
with your favourite Creative Glamour sponge or brush. For less coverage thin out the 
product by applying it with our wet foundation blending sponge.
Pro Tip: Creative Glamour Translucent powder can be used to extend the wear of the 
foundation and create a more matte finish
Unit: 9g Pot / 29,5g Pot / 6g Trio Palette

CREAM FOUNDATION POTS

Our liquid foundations have been formulated in a variety of shades to suit a broad 
spectrum of skin tones. It has a lightweight feel with medium to full coverage and is 
perfect for everyday use as well as photographic (non-reflective) and film work. This 
long-wearing, silicone-based foundation has a silky-smooth application perfect for all 
skin types. It dries into a slightly dewy finish (depending on skin type) and needs to be 
set with powder or a setting spray to increase the longevity of your foundation and 
prevent it from settling into fine lines.
Use: Apply and blend product with your favourite Creative Glamour sponge or brush. 
For a lighter coverage use a wet foundation blending sponge and for a heavier coverage 
use a foundation brush or buffing brush. This is a buildable foundation should you 
require a heavier coverage.
Pro Tip: Creative Glamour Translucent or HD Translucent powder can be used to 
extend the wear of the foundation and create a more matte finish. For a more dewy 
finish set with our Setting Spray.
Unit: 10ml / 30ml

LIQUID FOUNDATION

This product is also available in 5 different Trio Palette options. 
Please visit our website for more info.
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HIGHLIGHTING, CONTOUR & BLUSH COLOURS 

Our CBH (Contour-Blush-Highlight) compacts come in 6 universally-flattering shades that can be worn anywhere on 
the face and body. These velvety-textured, long-lasting colours are extremely buildable and blendable, making them 
ideal to create a variety of looks by adding warmth and dimension to your look. Whether you want natural shades 
or something a little more glam, you will find your perfect match. Each round comes in a reusable compact magnetic 
holder that is stylish enough to take along on any adventure. The transparent lid is ideal for easy viewing and can fit 
up to 4 eyeshadow/ lip refills. Help us be kind to mother nature by purchasing our refills.

All CBH compacts are designed to complement each other and are available as follows:

CBH COLOURS:

Use: Apply with your favourite Creative Glamour brush
Pro tip:
• Highlighters are usually applied to the brow bone, cheekbones, inner eye 
corners and cupid’s bow to add an illuminating glow.
• Contour colours are usually applied to the hollows of cheeks, hairline, 
temples, jawline and sides of nose to offer extra depth and multi-
dimension.
• Blusher is usually applied to the apples of the cheeks for that gorgeous 
healthy glow.
Unit: 8g

Our pro-quality long-lasting pressed eyeshadows can double as Highlight, Contour & Blush shades. These are 
pigment-rich and velvety textured. Whether you are looking for something subtle or dramatic and bold, our colours 
will blend seamlessly to help you achieve your perfect look. Our cruelty-free formulas and colours are designed to be 
universally flattering for any skin tone.

Unit: 2g - Available in single holders and palette refills.

EYESHADOWS FOR HIGHLIGHTING, CONTOURING & BLUSH:

Highlight
Highlight/
Bronzer Light Blush Medium Blush Deep Blush Light Contour Deep Contour

MATT 
CONTOUR

SHIMMER 
HIGHLIGHTER

Caramel

Glow Vanilla Dusty

Cappuccino Chocolate D.Choc Cocoa Plum Nude
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MATT/SHIMMER SHADOW BLUSH

L.Pink PinkRose About Pink Candy Sun Set

Blossom ShineRose Glow Candy F Caramel Mauve

OUR LIPSTICK COLOURS CAN ALSO BE USED AS CREAM BLUSH:

This product is also available in 3 different Trio Palette options that can be used as lipsticks or cream blushes that 
suit a variety of skin tones.
Please visit our website for more info.

LO1

LBP4

LR8

LPO1

LR7

LPP2

LPP8

LPO3

LNP9

LO6

LR10

LBP1

LS3
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PRO PALETTES

Pro Tip:
• Decant with spatula to avoid cross-contamination. 
• For a lighter coverage dampen your latex sponge or brush.
• If you prefer a heavier coverage you can use a foundation brush or foundation buffing brush.
Unit: 12 Shade - 84g Palette / 9g Single pot / 29,5g Single Pot / 6g Trio Palette

Light to Dark

CREAM FOUNDATION PRO PALETTE

Medium to Dark

This smooth, long-wearing concealer is so concentrated that a small amount can conceal and correct several 
imperfections. Our concealers control excess oil whilst keeping your skin moisturised with added Shea Butter. It can 
also be used for highlighting and contouring.

Unit: 12 Shade - 84g Palette / 8g Single pot / 6g Trio Palette

CREAM CONCEALER & COLOUR CORRECTOR PRO PALETTE
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This unique cream Foundation Adjuster Palette can be used to either adjust the colour of your existing foundation to 
your perfect shade or create a cream foundation from scratch. As with all our foundations, this palette is also suitable 
for both photographic and film work as it is made with the same formula.

Use: Decant with a spatula. Mix colours on a mixing palette to create your perfect foundation colour. Apply product 
with a sponge or a brush. Apply and Blend product onto the skin as required.
Pro tip: You can use these colours to create your own foundation shades:
• Use white as your base colour with mixing lighter skin tones. E.g. 83% white, 10% yellow, 5% red, 2% black.
• Use Yellow as your base colouring when making medium skin tones. E.g. 30% yellow, 15% reds, 50% white and 5% 
black.
• Use Yellow and red as your base colouring when making darker skin tones. E.g. 40% yellow, 30% reds, 10% white 
and 20% black.
If only using it to change your foundation shade add white, yellow, red or black to change the colour of your foundation. 
You can pre mix this into the shade of foundation that is closest to skin tone but if required you see your foundation 
colour that you applied is to red or to yellow you can add a drop of colour here and there of where it has been applied 
and blend it into the foundation colour already applied.
Unit: 12 Shade - 84g Palette / 9g Single pot

You can pre mix this into the shade of foundation that is closest to skin tone but if required you see your 
foundation colour that you applied is to red or to yellow you can add a drop of colour here and there of where it 
has been applied and blend it into the foundation colour already applied.

You can use these adjuster shades to pre mix into a foundation shade that is closest to your own skin shade to 
get the exact colour you need or you could add a tiny bit of colouring here and there to the foundation you have 
already applied to add some extra colouring to your skin.

CREAM FOUNDATION ADJUSTER PALETTE
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Translucent powder is your skins new secret weapon if you have an oily 
skin and prefer a more matte finish. A light dusting will set your foundation, 
creating a matte finish and increase the wear time of your make-up.
Use: Apply powder to any prepared skin or foundation using your Creative 
Glamour powder puff, sponge or brush. Dust off any excess powder once 
applied. 
Pro Tip: For a heavier powder application apply your translucent powder 
with a powder puff and leave for 1-2 minutes then dust of the excess. 
(Baking)
Unit: 28g / 9g

Fine textured bronzer with a light shimmer. This bronzer is great for face 
and body, adding a warm glow to lighter skins and a beautiful healthy 
illumination to darker skin tones.

Benefits:  
Contains light-reflecting bronzing pigments 
Provides a natural, sun-kissed look.
The light shade can be used to highlight for light skin tones. The medium 
shade bronzer is perfect for a wide variety of skin tones. The dark shade 
is a beautiful bronze highlighter for darker skin tones or a bronzer for 
lighter tones.
Unit: 8g 

LOOSE BODY BRONZER / HIGHLIGHT

SETTING POWDERS & BRONZER

TRANSLUCENT SETTING POWDER

The HD translucent powder is used for a lighter powder application. It is a 
talc-free powder. This powder is completely translucent when used over 
any colour foundation or primer.
Use: Apply powder to any prepared skin or foundation using your Creative 
Glamour powder puff, sponge or brush. Dust off any excess powder once 
applied. Do not use this powder for a catch-net or baking of foundation 
when flash photography will be used.
Pro Tip: Apply our mattifying face primer and let it settle for 2 minutes 
and the lightly dust the HD Translucent Powder to achieve a natural matte 
finish for a male model.
Unit: 28g / 9g 

HD TRANSLUCENT SETTING POWDER

Colours:
01 is made for light skin with a slight pinkish undertone. 
02 is made for light skin with a slight yellow undertone. 
03 is made for a medium skin tone and has more of a yellow undertone. 
05 is designed for darker skin and has more of a red undertone.
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SINGLE/REFILL EYESHADOWS

Our pro-quality long-lasting eyeshadows are pigment-rich and velvety textured. With a vast array of colours to 
choose from you will have an endless array of day to night looks. Whether you are looking for something subtle 
or dramatic and bold, our colours will blend seamlessly to help you achieve your perfect look. Our formula and 
colours are designed to be universally flattering for any skin tone.

Use: Our eyeshadows are best used over an eyeshadow primer or 
concealer. As our eyeshadows are highly pigmented and soft, avoid adding 
too much colour to your brush as this will cause eyeshadow fall. 
Pro Tip: Mix Exotic Spice with Stone to get your perfect brow shade. 
Powdered eyebrows tend to look more natural than pencils and add both 
colour and volume to your brows.
Unit: 2g 
Available in: 
• Single refills 
• Single Compacts 
• 4 shade Palettes 
• 10 Shade Palettes 
• 24 Shade Palettes
• Combo Palettes – see pro palettes section for different options.
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GEL EYELINER

Our Gel eyeliner is the perfect balance between a liquid liner and a pencil. This easy to use, long-lasting formula dries 
quickly into a sleek waterproof finish. Also great for those winged eyeliners and when applying false lashes. It comes 
with its own small brush for application.

Pro Tip: Killer Eyeliner Combo – For an amazing liner use it with the orange 
dot #14 brush. Use the angle brush in its angle, meaning longest point 
where you start and shortest point in the direction in which you move in.

Unit: 5g 

INTENSIFYING WATERPROOF MASCARA

Get great length, volume and clump-free lashes with our intensifying 
waterproof mascara. This long-lasting waterproof formula separates, coats 
and curls each lash to perfection and is a true all-rounder that does just 
about everything you could ask of it.

Unit: 8g 
Ingredients: This product is in the process of changing into a vegan friendly 
formula. Please visit our website for the most up-to-date information. 

MIXING & LINING LIQUID

Create your own high intensity shimmering eyeshadow or liquid liner by combining the Mixing and Lining Liquid with 
our pure sparkles. With our vast range of colour pigments, you can create any colour you desire. Your quick drying 
colour is not only smudge proof, but also safe enough to use around the eyes

Use: Dip brush into product then swirl brush into Pigment (Sparkle Colour) 
until creamy consistency is achieved and apply product to desired area. 
Application time is 30 – 45 seconds before product starts setting. The 
product will then be smudge proof but gentle enough to be removed with 
soap and water. 
To Remove: Use lukewarm soapy water to remove from area. 
Pro Tip: You can activate your Aqua Paints with this to get a longer lasting 
application. 
Unit: 5ml / 10ml
Ingredients: Aqua (Water), Acrylates Copolymer, Propylene Glycol, 
Phenoxyethanol.
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Metal

SPARKLE PIGMENTS

Use: Use on its own or create your own high intensity shimmering 
eyeshadow or liquid liner by combining the Mixing and Lining Liquid with 
our pure sparkles. Your quick drying colour is not only smudge proof, but 
also safe enough to use around the eyes.
Pro Tip: Use your sparkles in conjunction with our mixing & lining liquid to 
create a more metallic-like finish or long lasting coloured eyeliner/graphic 
liners. 
Unit: 2 - 2,5g

Aqua Bronze Cappuccino Choc Gold Glitz Gold

Golden Dust Grey Night Olive Plum Rose

Silver Glitz Silver Vanilla

Beach Blazed

Periwinkle

Bubbly

Sage

Champagne

Sangria

Copper

Sapphire

Dusted Current

Star Dust

Latte

GalaxyRosewood

Sparkles are highly pigmented, loose shimmer pigments that enable you to have endless fun and countless creative 
possibilities. Sparkles can even be added to gloss, water and nail polish.
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PURE NO.1

BIO-GLITTERS

Glam things up with these bio-degradable sparkling glitter pots available in 
32 eye-catching shades. See page 22 for more info.

Use: Just sprinkle over your body and face to glisten and shine or use 
petroleum jelly for a little more hold. 
Pro Tip: If you want to create a glitter cut crease, opt to use our Pros-Aide®.
Unit: 1g

PURE NO.2 PURE NO.3 PURE NO.4 PURE NO.5 PURE NO.6 PURE NO.7

PURE NO.8 PURE NO.9 PURE NO.10 PURE NO.11 PURE NO.12

BLEND
NO.15

BLEND
NO.16

BLEND
NO.17

BLEND
NO.18

BLEND
NO.19

SPARKLE 
NO.22

SPARKLE 
NO.23

SPARKLE 
NO.24

SPARKLE 
NO.25

SPARKLE 
NO.26

SPARKLE 
NO.27

SPARKLE 
NO.28

BLEND
NO.13

BLEND
NO.14

BLEND
NO.20

SPARKLE 
NO.21

SPARKLE 
NO.29

SPARKLE 
NO.30

SPARKLE 
NO.31

SPARKLE 
NO.32
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Our highly pigmented lipsticks come in 33 irresistible shades. Made with lip-nourishing ingredients, they apply 
creamy but have a slightly matte finish. Whether you are after a vibrant, confidence-boosting, bright and bold or a 
subtle colour, we have it all. From warm rich browns to the perfect nudes, you will just want more.
See page  11 to see which lipsticks shades can be used as cream blushes.

LIPSTICK

LIPSTICK BULLET & PALETTE REFILLS

Pro Tip: Our Clear lipstick can be mixed with any of our lipstick shades to 
create a more sheer finish
Available in: 
• Single refills 
• Single Compacts 
• 4 shade Palettes 
• 10 Shade Palettes 
• 24 Shade Palettes
• Combo Palettes – see pro palettes section for different options.

Limited Edition Colours:

LS3
Champagne

Blush

LS4
Zen

Lipstick

LS1
Milktart

LE01
Cool
Nude

LNP9
Vintage

Rose

LB8
Caramel

Tan

LR8
Sassy
Sista

LE05
Ruby
Red

LPO1
Orchid

LLB1
Crème
Brulee

LR10
Pillarbox

Pout

LE02
Rosy
Beige

LPO8
Sugar
Plum

LB8
Cocolicious

LR9
Temptress

LE06
Deep
Red

LPO3
Bubblegum

Pink

LB3
Mocha
Minx

LR7
Rebel
Red

LE03
Autumn

Nude

LS2
Honey

Bun

LO6
Perky
Peach

LBP1
Kissing
Booth

LE07
Deep

Purple

LPP8
Dare

Me Diva

LLB9
Cinnamon

Stick

LS5
Kiss

Me now

LE04
Autumn

Blaze

LO1
Just

Peachy

LPP2
Barely
Pink

LBP4
Hot

Tu-lips

LER30
Strawberry

LER7
Scarlet
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Tip: When removing your lashes, gently remove the glue and place them back in their tray to maintain their natural 
shape.

EYELASHES

Single set of strip eyelashes without adhesive. Comes in 7 different styles.

SINGLE EYELASH SETS

Available with or without adhesive
5 Pairs per set. Available in 3 different sets: A, B and C

EYELASH PACKS

EYELASH ADHESIVE

001
Bottom Lashes

004

002 102

005

003

006
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10 SHADE STANDARD PALETTES

Our lightweight magnetic palettes are refillable and you can simply order individual refills of your choice.

A skilfully selected mix of nude shades to create a multitude of looks. Go from gorgeously natural to a smoky eye 
or a visual masterpiece. Our long lasting velvety soft colours are highly pigmented and have great blending ability. 
Our Nude eyeshadow palettes are designed to allow you to add one colour of your choice from our 72-shade colour 
range, making your selection easier and the most versatile nude palettes around. Please see page 31 for more info.

NUDE PALETTES

Colours in the palette: Shine, Gold, Nite Storm, Bronze, Fire, Dusty, Vanilla, 
Glow, Nite Light, Candy F

Colours in the palette: Vanilla, 
Taupe, Mink, Chestnut, Nite Light, 
Stone, Nude, D.Choc, Woody

Colours in the palette: Ginger, 
Mango, Lust, Blossom, Wild Pink, 
D.Purple, Aqua, Dark Sea, Mink, 
Spearmint

Colours in the palette: Glow, 
Vanilla, Dusty, Bronze, Nite Light, 
Caramel, Rusty Sand, Chocolate, 
Exotic Spice

Colours in the palette: Taupe, 
Chestnut, Chocolate, D.Choc, 
Cappuccino, Rusty Sand, Frozen, 
Golden Sand, Nude, Bronze.

Colours in the palette: Taupe, 
Dusty, Bronze, Chestnut, Nite Light, 
Caramel, Rust, Cocoa Plum, Woody

Colours in the palette: Rose, Shine, 
Nude, Bronze, Taupe, Pale Honey, 
Rust, Candy F, Black, Chestnut.

10 SHADE SHIMMER A PALETTE

SHIMMER PALETTES

LIMITED EDITION PALETTES

Colours in the palette: Frozen, Mink, Taupe, Forest, Chestnut, Coral, Lilac, 
Spearmint, Aqua, Marine

10 SHADE SHIMMER B PALETTE

DARK NUDEWARM NUDE

LET’S GET NAKED LET’S GET SASSY

COOL NUDE

COLOUR BLAST

Our eyeshadows are in the process of changing into a vegan friendly formula. Please visit our website for the most 
up-to-date information. 
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Nope, that’s not a new invisible shade, it’s a space to fill with your very own pop of colour. YOU select it from our 
72-shade range. We believe this makes our nudes the most flexible and versatile nudes around.

NUDE PALETTES

There is a Warm Nude, Cool Nude and Dark Nude… pretty much every nude, we have you covered. Play with daytime 
radiance, a smoky eye, or create a visual masterpiece with a splash of colour. You will find our highly pigmented, long-
lasting colours are velvety soft. The best part… when they are finished, you just pop them out of their magnetic holder 
and order a refill. It feels good to be kind to the environment!

OUR THREE NUDES
AND THEIR SECRETS

DARK NUDEWARM NUDECOOL NUDE
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Colours in the palette: 
LS5, LB3, LLB9, LPP2, LS2, LR9, LR10, LPP8, LPO3, LO1.

10 SHADE STANDARD LIPSTICK PALETTE A

LIPSTICK PALETTES

Colours in the palette: 
LPO8; LR8, LBP4, LNP9, LS1, LB9, LR7, LB8, LLB1, LS4

10 SHADE STANDARD LIPSTICK PALETTE B

Colours in the palette: 
Clear; LE01; LE02; LE03; LE04; LE05; LE06; LE07; LER7; LER30.

10 SHADE STANDARD LIPSTICK PALETTE – LIMITED EDITION

Please visit our website to view our lipstick shades to assist with colour selection as they appear different on 
different skin tones.

Examples:

LB3 - Mocha Minx Lipstick Bullet LE02 - Rosy Beige Lipstick Bullet LE06 - Deep Red Lipstick Bullet
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24 SHADE STANDARD PALETTES

Our lightweight magnetic palettes are refillable and you can simply order individual refills of your choice. These 
palettes are be filled with a selection of lipsticks/ cream blushes or eyeshadows. Our formula and colours are designed 
to be universally flattering for any skin tone.
This product is in the process of changing into a vegan friendly formula. Please visit our website for the most up-to-
date information. 

Please see below all different palette options:

24 SHADE COLOUR EYESHADOW PALETTE

24 SHADE NATURAL EYESHADOW PALETTE

24 SHADE SHIMMER EYESHADOW PALETTE
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24 SHADE STANDARD LIPSTICK PALETTE

24 SHADE LIPSTICK, EYESHADOW & BLUSH PALETTE

24 SHADE NATURAL, COLOUR & SHIMMER EYESHADOW PALETTE
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CUSTOM PALETTES

Our lightweight magnetic palettes are refillable and you can simply order individual refills of your choice. 
These palettes are available empty or filled with all your favourite colours.

4 SHADE PALETTE

MAKE YOUR OWN 24 SHADE PALETTE

SMALL EMPTY MAGNETISED PALETTE

MAKE YOUR OWN 10 SHADE PALETTE

MEDIUM EMPTY MAGNETISED PALETTE

Magnetized palette box fits 15 eyeshadow/  
lipstick refills.

A versatile magnetic palette for either 4 standard 
eyeshadow/lipstick/blush rounds or 1 CBH round.Available in:

Black

Glitter
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COMBO PALETTE

This lightweight, magnetised palette is the same size as our 24-shade palette, but without the inner, making it the 
perfect palette to store all your favourite eyeshadows and CBH colours in one palette. Available empty or you can buy 
it filled in a few different options.

These options can be made up from any of our 6 CBH colours, 72 Eyeshadows shades and 33 Lipsticks shades.

39 EYESHADOW/ LIPSTICK SHADES

6 CBH SHADES– 15 EYESHADOW/ 
LIPSTICK SHADES

3 CBH SHADES– 27 EYESHADOW/ 
LIPSTICK SHADES

4 CBH SHADES– 23 EYESHADOW/ 
LIPSTICK SHADES

2 CBH SHADES– 30 EYESHADOW/ 
LIPSTICK SHADES
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These ready made prosthetic pieces can be used to create any characters. Made from Platinum Cured Silicone (skin 
safe) encapsulated in Glatzan. 
Use: Advised to be applied with Pros-Aide Adhesive and removed with Pros-Aide Remover. 
Pro Tip: For the best colouring medium we suggest Alcohol Activated Paints.
Colours: Light, medium & dark skin tones.

Visit our website for more Prosthetic Piece options.

ZOMBIE PROSTHETIC PIECE MERMAID PROSTHETIC PIECE

HORNS PROSTHETIC PIECE BULLET ENTRY & EXIT WOUND PROSTHETIC 
PIECE

SKIN EFFECTS

PROSTHETIC PIECES
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Light DarkMedium

The modelling wax has been designed to create quick skin like 3D wound effects. It’s like applying fake skin that 
can be altered to create the desired wound. The product adheres easily to the skin and is water resistant, but it is 
formulated to be easily removed. Mainly designed for small wounds but can be used to block out eyebrows.

MODELLING WAX

Use: Wipe desired application area with alcohol to remove natural oil. Use 
a spatula to decant to avoid cross-contamination. Mould modelling wax 
as required. Apply to skin and smooth out edges. For better results apply 
Petroleum jelly to fingertips and smooth out wax. Avoid overhandling and 
excessive heat as this will intensify tackiness. 
Pro Tip: When using Modelling Wax to create wound or similar effects, 
encapsulate it with Pros-Aide® to make it longer lasting
To remove: Scrape off most material with spatula and remove residue 
with our makeup and SFX remover.
Unit: 49g 

Liquid latex is used for special effects make-up and body painting 
applications.
Unit: 100ml / 1000ml

LIQUID LATEX

The “original” water-based adhesive for the skin developed for make-up 
artists by ADM Tronics. Patented formula with exceptional adhesion as 
used in motion pictures, stage and TV. Safe to use on skin when adhering 
foam latex prosthetics, latex prosthetics and gelatine.
Pro Tip: This product is used to make Bondo.
Unit: 8ml / 50ml / 1000ml

PROS-AIDE® “THE ORIGINAL” ADHESIVE

A special remover/cleaner for Pros-Aide® and PAX paint. It is formulated 
from ingredients that allow for safe removal of Pros-Aide®, PAX Paint and 
other make-up from the skin.
Unit: 8ml / 50ml / 1000ml

PROS-AIDE® REMOVER
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This product is also available in 3 different Trio 
Palette options. 
Please visit our website for more info.

VISUAL EFFECTS

The Greasepaints are highly pigmented cream-based paints with medium to full coverage which have been formulated 
in a selection of colours for a good basic SFX (Special effects) palette. The product is mainly designed to work on Latex 
without deteriorating or drying. It can also be used to create bruises, colour wounds, create characters etc.

GREASE PAINT

Pro Tip: Grease Paint does not dry and needs setting. If you would like it to 
be smudge proof, opt for setting it with the HD Powder or even our setting 
spray if you desire a more intense and less matte finish.
Unit: 12 Shade - 84g Palette / 9g Single pot / 6g Trio Palette

A thick Pros-Aide® adhesive excellent for filling in seams or gaps in appliances and great for repairs.
The adhesive does not contain any artificial fillers and has the same adhesive properties of Pros-Aide just in a higher 
viscosity. It can easily be coloured to make thick PAX Paint for use as a filler and can also be used to create scars or 
textures in moulds or directly on the skin.

Unit: 20g
Ingredients: Water, Acrylic Emulsion, Glycerol, Guar Gum, Sorbitol, 
Benzyl Alcohol (as preservative)

Official Product of ADM Tronics. Can be used on all skin types. Does not 
contain artificial fillers. Does not contain latex. Can be coloured with 
makeup or paint. Dries clear. Widely used in Special effects to create 
realistic skin effects.

PROS-AIDE® CREAM ADHESIVE
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Our highly pigmented, durable cream-
based grease paints are not only vegan-
friendly but also proudly South African. 
Our colours blend seamlessly giving you, 
the artist, full control.

For this look we have used Creative 
Glamour Grease Paints on the face and 
hairline along with more traditional 
Creative Glamour Cosmetics on the eye 
area.

Pro Tip: If you ever need a strong colour, 
use grease paint and set it with the same 
colour eyeshadow.

Creative Glamour Grease Paints can also 
be used to re-create bruises and wounds 
as well as applied to all rubber work 
without drying or damaging.

If you would like a comprehensive 
breakdown of products used in this look 
then please email your request to  
shop-online@creativeglamour.co.za
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Alcohol activated palettes provide instant drying & water-resistant colour that can be applied to the skin or prosthetic 
piece to create visual effects like burns, scratches and illnesses. This makeup is designed for long lasting effects that 
works great on TV sets as it provides exceptional coverage, wear ability and it holds well on prosthetics. This makeup 
is highly pigmented, making the colour go farther and last longer. 

Use: Clean area with activator/ alcohol to remove excess oils on 
the area. Pigments must be used with Creative Glamour Alcohol 
Activator or 99% Alcohol (do not use 70% alcohol, water or any other 
solvent). Spray the alcohol/ activator into the colour, swirl brush or 
application tool in the activated colour to load it with product and 
apply to the desired area. Spray more alcohol/ activator into the 
lid of the palette or on a decanting palette to thin out the pigment 
when necessary to create the desired look. Spray a wet wipe or 
clothe with alcohol and rub the area to remove the makeup. 
Unit: 12 Shade - 24g Palette / 10 Shade - 20g Palette
Benefits: Rub resistant, Highly pigmented, Waterproof and a great 
option to use for covering tattoos.

ALCOHOL ACTIVATED PAINT

Aqua Colours are colour intensive, water-activated paints used mainly for face and body painting. We have 18 shades 
available. This formulation is designed to be buildable where more intensity is required. Water needs to be used to 
activate the paint pot and takes about 10-30 seconds to dry. If layering is required wait for the first layer to dry before 
adding an additional layer. This can easily be removed with lukewarm soapy water but some colours may stain the 
skin.

Use: Apply with a damp sponge or brush. Sets within 30 seconds to 
a smudge-proof finish.
Pro-Tip: Use our mixing and lining liquid when requiring a longer-
lasting and waterproof application.
Unit:13 -18 g pots / 60g - 80g pots

AQUA COLOUR PAINT

White
Dusty 
Yellow

Skin
Light

Skin
Medium

Skin
Dark Black

Red
Red-

copper
Deep
Red

Deep 
Blue

Olive 
Green Lake

Please enquire for updated options for the Alcohol Activated Paint Palette

White Red Orange

Denim
Blue

Leaf
Green

Light 
Green

Candy Ap-
ple Red

Burnt Or-
ange

Mint

Black

Green YellowBlue

Light
Pink

Marine
Pink

Cerise
Pink

Grape
Purple

Orchid 
Purple
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Used for creating make-up effects like grazes, broken capillaries and beards

Pack of 2 sponges with different texture grades.

STIPPLE SPONGE

Bald cap mould block for producing artificial bald caps.

RED HEAD

Specially formulated to activate your alcohol activated paint.
Use: Spritz activator into paint to activate. To increase the washed-out effect, 
use more activator.
Unit: 50ml

Alcohol Paint Activator
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The Blood liquid has been formulated in three different shades 
namely: Fresh, Stage and Aged to mimic blood in its different stages 
for realistic effects. The blood’s thickness is such that it runs enough 
for the gory effect but still remains tacky enough for a longer lasting 
effect. The blood liquid can easily be removed with lukewarm soapy 
water and is non-staining.
Colour variants: Fresh, Stage, Aged
Unit: 100ml / 250ml / 1000ml / 2000ml

This product is formulated and designed to create in-depth 3D effects 
required for special effects like trauma wounds, cuts, scrapes etc. To 
create the chunky- sticky-3D, bloody effects that wet looks remains 
when set. The blood is dark in colouring but when thinly applied it can 
still appear bright
Unit: 25g

BLOOD LIQUID

BLOOD PASTE

This product is formulated and designed to create in-depth 3D effects 
required for special effects like trauma wounds, cuts and scrapes that 
appears wet. Ideal to use on area’s where you want the blood to stay 
in place. 
E.g. smeared blood effects. It is available in 2 shades and is non-staining.

Pro Tip: Mix a small amount of Black Grease Paint into the Blood Gel 
and apply where you would like to increase the depth. When your 
Blood Gel dries spritz with water to refresh the look. 
Unit: 50ml

BLOOD GEL
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The Brush Cleaner has been designed to instantly clean and disinfect your brushes, 
while conditioning the bristles of your brushes with the added benefits of a citrus 
scent and degreasing agent. As an artist it is a fantastic tool to use between clients to 
clean and sterilize your brushes.

Use:
• Spray a small amount directly onto the bristles after use.
• Swirl brush (figure of 8) on wet wipe/ paper towel to remove all residue.
• Repeat if necessary and allow to dry (approximately 1-2 minutes for paper towel and 
5-10 minutes for wet wipes).
• Timesaver tip: decant cleaner in a small bowl and dip multiple brushes (do not soak) 
– ideal for professional make-up artists
Pro Tip: Use tissue to clean your brushes on after spritzing it with the Brush Cleaner 
to decrease the drying time after instant cleaning. For a deeper clean use, a wet wipe, 
this will increase the drying time.
Unit: 50ml / 100ml / 250ml / 1000ml 

BRUSH CLEANER

The Make-up and SFX remover has been designed to remove everyday makeup, 
waterproof makeup and even stubborn sticky substances that otherwise cannot be 
removed by soap and water. When used on the skin the Vitamin E enriched formula 
hydrates the skin leaving it feeling soft and supple.

Unit:100ml / 1000ml

MAKE-UP & SFX REMOVER

CLEANING, SETTING & REMOVER PRODUCTS

Our peppermint and cucumber infused lightweight setting spray produces a fine mist that creates a microscopic film 
that maximises the wear time of your makeup while leaving your skin feeling refreshed and moisturised. It takes 
roughly 30 – 40 seconds to dry, leaving the makeup smudge-proof with a sleek silky smooth and dewy finish.

SETTING SPRAY

Use:
•Keep product nozzle roughly 30cm from face and spritz 2-3 times or as required.
•Keep eyes closed whilst spraying
•Can be used to maximise the wear time of make-up and SFX products. 
Pro Tip: If you have a combination skin, then use HD Translucent powder along your 
T-Panel and spritz the rest with the setting spray. This spray is great for mature skins, 
dry and combination skins. Translucent Powder is best for oily skins. To increase the 
wearability of your cream based products powder with the HD powder before applying 
the setting spray. 
Unit: 50ml / 100ml
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BRUSH SETS

All Brush sets are Vegan-friendly, 100 % synthetic, and not tested on animals.

This 6-piece brush set is ideal for make-up artists wanting to build up their set and for the everyday consumer 
looking for pro-quality brushes. These essential brushes are all you will need to complete from your everyday look 
to the latest trends in highlighting and contouring. It comes in a gorgeous Creative Glamour roll-up pouch which 
has additional slots for 6 more brushes (perfect to expand your range later or store pencils, mascara, tweezers and 
a few other essentials). It also contains a small pencil bag zip section for make-up or small accessories.

6 PIECE BRUSH SET (Vegan-friendly)

This set contains:

Orange Dot #14 - Fine Eyeliner / Brow Brush
Orange Dot #19 - Eyeshadow Brush
Green Dot #11 - Blending and Outer Corners Eyeshadow Brush
Green Dot #18 - Blending Crease Brush
Yellow Dot #11 - Highlight + Contour Brush
Pink Dot #11 - Blusher Brush
Creative Glamour Roll-up Pouch (12 slots)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This vegan friendly 12-piece brush set is expertly curated to include all the essentials to create a complete makeup 
look. The brushes are all selected from our new premium professional range and come in a gorgeous Creative 
Glamour roll-up pouch. This convenient pouch has 12 slots for your brushes and makes it easy to both store your 
brushes safely and travel with ease. It also contains a small pencil bag zip section for make-up or small accessories.

12 PIECE SYNTHETIC BRUSH SET (Vegan-friendly)

Orange dot #11 - Shapes brows and separates lashes
Orange dot #12 - Applying mascara or combing brows
Orange dot #14 - Very fine eyeliner / filling in of brows
Orange dot #16 - Lipstick application
Orange dot #19 - Eyeshadow application
Orange dot #18 - Applying eyeshadow in the crease of eye
Green dot #13 - Eyeshadow application
Green dot #17 - Blending application in the crease
Yellow dot #11 - Highlighting and contouring
Yellow dot #13 - Foundation application
Pink dot #11 - Blush application
Pink dot #13 - Blending foundation
Creative Glamour roll-up pouch

This set contains:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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This 20-piece brush set is ideal for make-up artists looking for pro-quality brushes. These premium range 
brushes are all you will need to complete from your everyday look to the latest trends in highlighting and 
contouring. It comes in a gorgeous Creative Glamour roll-up pouch with a small pencil bag zip section for make-
up or small accessories. This convenient pouch makes it easy to both store the brushes safely and travel with 
ease.

20 PIECE SYNTHETIC BRUSH SET (Vegan-friendly)

Orange dot #11 - Shapes brows and separates lashes
Orange dot #12 - Applying mascara or combing brows
Orange dot #13 - Liquid eyeliner application
Orange dot #14 - Very fine eyeliner / filling in of brows
Orange dot #15 - Eyeliner / brow
Orange dot #16 - Lipstick application
Orange dot #17 - Applying small areas or smudging bottom lash line
Orange dot #19 - Eyeshadow application
Orange dot #18 - Applying eyeshadow in the crease of eye
Green dot #11 - Blending in the crease
Green dot #12 - Flat brush for heavier application of concealer
Green dot #13 - Eyeshadow application
Green dot #15 - Blending and winged eye make-up
Green dot #16 - Large area eyeshadow application
Green dot #17 - Blending application in the crease
Yellow dot #11 - Highlighting and contouring
Yellow dot #12 - Contouring of cheekbones
Yellow dot #13 - Foundation application
Pink dot #11 - Blush application
Pink dot #14 - Light powder application
Creative Glamour roll-up pouch

This set contains:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MAKE YOUR OWN 6 PIECE BRUSH SET

Select: 
1x Pink Dot Brush
1x Yellow Dot Brush
2x Green Dot Brushes
2x Orange Dot Brushes
Includes: Creative Glamour Roll-up Pouch

MAKE YOUR OWN 12 PIECE BRUSH SET

Select: 
2x Pink Dot Brush
2x Yellow Dot Brush
4x Green Dot Brushes
4x Orange Dot Brushes
Includes: Creative Glamour Roll-up Pouch

CUSTOM BRUSH SETS
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INDIVIDUAL BRUSHES

All brush sets are vegan-friendly, 100 % synthetic, and not tested on animals. Creative Glamour Pro brushes are 
the ultimate combination of form, function and designed to be dense enough to pick up just the right amount of 
product, yet soft and loose enough to blend seamlessly. 

Pink Dot Brushes

11
BLUSHER BRUSH
Use: Blush Application
Pro tip: Use this brush on the apple of your cheek or slanted for a 
thinner application

FLAT KABUKI BRUSH
Use: Foundation application & Polishing 
Pro tip: Use this brush with a circular motion for smooth, streak 
free foundation application.

12

LARGE POLISH/STIPPLE BRUSH
Use: Blending Foundation
Pro tip: This brush can be used on its own for a light foundation 
application or in conjunction with the Yellow dot #13 to buff streaky 
foundation applications.

13

LARGE POWDER BRUSH
Use: Light Powder Application
Pro tip: When using this brush with loose powder dust it off (give it 
a small shake) before applying it to the face.

14

Yellow Dot Brushes

11
10MM ROUND LONG POINTED BRUSH
Use: Highlighting & contouring of the face and cheekbones

CODE: PIDB11

CODE: PIDB12

CODE: PIDB13

CODE: PIDB14

CODE: YEDB11

12
ANGLED BLUSH/CONTOUR BRUSH
Use: Contouring

CODE: YEDB12

13
FOUNDATION BRUSH
Use: Foundation Application

CODE: YEDB13
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Green Dot Brushes

CODE: GRDB11
11

7MM ROUND POINTED BRUSH
Use: Blending in the Crease

CODE: GRDB12
12

SMALL CONCEALER BRUSH
Use: Concealer Application

CODE: GRDB13
13

MEDIUM OVAL BRUSH
Use: Eyeshadow Application

CODE: GRDB14
14

NOSE CONTOUR BRUSH
Use: Nose shading

CODE: GRDB15
15

ANGLED BLENDING BRUSH
Use: Blending & winged eye makeup

CODE: GRDB16
16

LARGE OVAL BRUSH
Use: Larger area eyeshadow application

CODE: GRDB17
17

7MM ROUND BRUSH
Use: Blending/application in the crease

CODE: GRDB18
18

7MM ROUND LONG POINTED BRUSH
Use: Blending in the crease

CODE: GRDB19
19

8MM ROUND POINTED BRUSH
Use: Blending/application in the crease

CODE: GRDB20
20

8MM LONG POINTED BRUSH
Use: Soft Blending in the crease
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Orange Dot Brushes

CODE: ORDB11
11

BROW COMB
Use: Comb brows/ separate lashes

CODE: ORDB12
12

MASCARA WAND
Use: Applying mascara or combing brows

CODE: ORDB13
13

LIQUID/GEL LINER BRUSH
Use: Application of liquid/gel eyeliner

CODE: ORDB14
14

SMALL ANGLE BRUSH
Use: Very fine eyeliner/brow application

CODE: ORDB15
15

MEDIUM ANGLE BRUSH
Use: Eyeliner/brow application

CODE: ORDB16
16

LIPSTICK BRUSH
Use: Lipstick application

CODE: ORDB17
17

SMUDGER BRUSH
Use: Applying small areas or smudging bottom lash line

CODE: ORDB18
18

6MM ROUND BRUSH
Use: Applying shadow in the crease

CODE: ORDB19
19

SMALL OVAL BRUSH
Use: Eyeshadow application
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ACCESSORIES

Keep your makeup brushes safe and organised in our stylish Creative Glamour Brush Holder. Our brush holder 
is uniquely designed with the added convenience of a lid that Velcro’s closed, ensuring no brushes are damaged 
when the holder is closed. This brush holder can hold up to 30 brushes (depending on the size of the brushes).  
Excludes Brushes
Pro-tip: Use this brush holder to its maximum capability by creating a 2-cup system. Clean brushes are placed in 
the one half and once used, place the used brushes in the other half. This ensures no clean brushes come into 
contact with used brushes. 

MAKE-UP BRUSH HOLDER

This very stylish, professional and foldable make-up & brush bag is ideal 
for brushes and make-up storage. This bag is easy to use as it stands up 
with all your brushes in and can act as a cup system. This is also perfect 
as a personal travel make-up bag that can fit some of your favourite 
brushes, lipstick bullets, foundation and even a 10 shade palette.  
Excludes Brushes

BLACK SURI ALL PURPOSE HOLDER

Medium Diameter: 8cm

Large Diameter: 9cm

• Holds between 20-35 brushes depending on the size of the brushes.
• Dedicated internal slots for eye and lip pencils as well as smaller make-up accessories like tweezers and 

spatulas
• Mesh top makes it easy to see what’s inside.
• The material makes it easy to clean without concerns for make-up residual stains.
• The Secure zip closure ensures your items stay safe inside.
• For personal use you can easily fit some brushes and a 10 shade palette inside and use it as your complete 

makeup bag.
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PVC BAG SET
Includes: Large PVC Bag, Medium PVC Bag, 
Small PVC Bag, Pencil PVC Bag
Can also be purchased individually.

LARGE PVC BAG
Dimensions: 27.5cm x 27.5cm x 11cm

MEDIUM PVC BAG
Dimensions: 20.5cm x 20cm x 10cm

SMALL PVC BAG
Dimensions: 15.5cm x 15cm x 9.5cm

PENCIL PVC BAG
Dimensions: 23cm x 8cm x 6cm

Our maxi pouch holds up to 30 brushes and has two pockets for standby 
items. It has an adjustable waistband that varies from 84-115 cm 
ensuring a comfortable fit around your waist. By using our maxi pouch 
you free up your stations work space as well as your hands making it 
easier to work onset. Our unique design has a zip at the top and a button 
at the bottom, this ensures your brushes stay in the pouch and are safely 
stored in your kit.
Excludes Brushes, Accessories and Products
Dimensions: 37 x 28cm

MAXI POUCH
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SET BAG MEDIUM

PVC Set Bag with multiple compartments. Strong, 
durable and spacious for on-set work. Comes with a 
sturdy shoulder strap.
Dimensions: 40cm x 28cm x 19cm

SET BAG LARGE

PVC Set Bag with multiple compartments and 3 
detachable velcro bags. Strong, durable and spacious for 
on-set work. Comes with a sturdy shoulder strap.
Dimensions: 42cm x 31cm x 17 cm.

MAKEUP CAPE MINI

This Mini cape with adjustable velcro fastener is great 
for make-up application as well as hairstyling.
Comes in a waterproof and non-waterproof option.
Size: 45cm x 64.5cm

MAKEUP CAPE MAXI

This Maxi cape with adjustable velcro fastener is great for 
make-up application as well as hairstyling.
Size: 106cm x 130cm

SMALL NYLON MAKEUP CASE

Nylon bag with a removable plastic inner.
Dimensions: 30cm x 23cm x 28cm

SMALL MAKEUP CASE

Aluminium sides with material insides.
Dimensions: 36cm x 24cm x 22cm
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Black powder puff used for heavier powder application.
Dimensions: 10 x 10 cm

POWDER PUFF

This dual-sided reusable make-up remover puff effectively removes 
your makeup using water alone. Gently lifting dirt and makeup from 
deep within your pores so everything from foundation and blush to 
eyeshadow and mascara is removed easily, faster and less cost to you 
and the planet.
One make-up remover puff is equivalent to approximately 500 facial 
wipes. There is no need for sprays, gels or oils and this remover is made 
from specially designed microfibres that are vegan friendly, non-toxic 
and suitable for all skin types.
Can be machine washed up to 200 times.
Use: Wet with warm/cold water. Squeeze out excess water and gently 
wipe damp puff over face. For a more efficient removal, spray our 
makeup & SFX remover onto your damp puff.  Rinse puff with warm 
soapy water to remove makeup effectively.
Dimensions: 10 x 10 cm

MAKEUP REMOVER PUFF

This egg-shaped sponge blends your foundation perfectly to create a 
natural finish and the pointed tip allows you to get into every nook and 
cranny – under eyes, around the nose, and along the lips. Because of its 
small size, this sponge is also great for highlighting and contouring. Best 
used damp.

FOUNDATION BLENDING SPONGE

Egg shaped small foundation blending sponge. Perfect for small areas 
and under the eyes.

MINI BLENDING SPONGE

SMALL NYLON MAKEUP BAG

Nylon carry bag.
Dimensions: 32cm x 24cm x 30cm
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Latex wedge used for foundation/ cream-based 
makeup application.

LATEX WEDGE

Oval shaped latex foundation sponge.

OVAL FOUNDATION SPONGE

Sharpener for standard and large sized pencils.
SHARPENER

Strong angled edged tweezer
TWEEZER

Perspex Mixing and decanting palette
Dimensions: 10cm x 15 cm

MIXING THUMB PALETTE

Large: 13.5cm

Medium: 7cm

Small: 7cm

PLASTIC SPATULA

Synthetic.

DISPOSABLE MASCARA WANDS

Synthetic.

DISPOSABLE LIPSTICK WANDS
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TUTORIALS

12 Shade Cream Foundation 
Adjuster Palette

WATCH NOW

Natural Glam Glow  
Makeup Routine

WATCH NOW

12 Shade Cream Foundation 
Pallet Tutorial

WATCH NOW

Cool Nude Makeup Tutorial

WATCH NOW

Warm Nude Makeup Tutorial

WATCH NOW

Dark Nude Makeup Tutorial

WATCH NOW

How to Apply Translucent 
Powder

WATCH NOW

Creative Glamour Highlight  
and Contour

WATCH NOW

Vegan Make-up Remover Puff

WATCH NOW
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TUTORIALS

Inflammation SFX Makeup 
Tutorial

WATCH NOW

How to Create a Wound - Easy 
SFX Makeup Tutorial

WATCH NOW

Make-up Mixing Thumb Palette

WATCH NOW

Creative Glamour Brush Holder

WATCH NOW

How To Use Creative Glamour 
Brush Cleaner

WATCH NOW

Creative Glamour Make-up & 
Brush Bag

WATCH NOW

Bright and bold makeup 
tutorial with playful pink hues

WATCH NOW

Bold Smoky-Eyed Make-up 
Tutorial

WATCH NOW

Glitter Glam Eye with Nude Lip 
Makeup Tutorial

WATCH NOW
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Warm Nude Palette Makeup 
Tutorial

Natural Glam Glow Makeup 
Tutorial

Bright Colourful Eyes Makeup 
Tutorial

How to use our Mixing & Lining 
Liquid

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW WATCH NOW

Cool Nude Palette Makeup 
Tutorial

12 Shade Cream Foundation 
Adjuster Palette

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW

Dark Nude Palette Makeup 
Tutorial

Alcohol Activated Paint Palette

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW
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BLOGS

Guilt-free Biodegradable glitter, 
Creative Glamour’s Bio-glitter® 
Revolution

READ MORE

Your perfect match to a 
flawless complexion

READ MORE

Day of the Dead Makeup 
Tutorial

READ MORE

Beauty with Brains

READ MORE

Colour correcting 101

READ MORE

How to clean make-up brushes 
like a pro

Misconceptions about Cream 
Foundation

All you need to know about 
Mixing & Lining Liquid

READ MORE

READ MORE READ MORE
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For more information, videos 
and news please follow us on the 
following channels:

Please contact us to find your nearest 
stockist.

@creativeglamoursa

Creative Glamour Cosmetics

Creative Glamour Cosmetics

Unit 4 Infra Park, 8 
Bellingham street,
Highveld, Centurion.

082 308 4554

info@creativeglamour.co.za

www.creativeglamour.co.za


